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a out the treasure chest. b treasure chest to the people. c have to stand at the edge of the hole. d are burying a treasure chest. e who want the treasure chest. f jump into the hole. g
and children arrives. h the pirates sail away. 4 Think! Read the story again.Â 1 Who is the hero of Treasure Island? 2 What dangers does he face? 3 What did the reviewer like about.
Over 38 trivia questions and answers about National Treasure: Book of Secrets . in our National Treasure category. Did you know these fun facts and interesting bits of
information?Â Mitch Wilkinson's great great grandfather was the stranger who killed Patrick's grandfather. Later, Mitch also searched for the lost treasure, together with Benjamin
Franklin. The former was the antagonist, while the latter was the protagonist in this movie. Patrick's grandfather managed to decode the words "treasure" and "gold". When the
stranger tried to shoot him, he desperately threw that piece of diary into the fire. Many years later, Mitch Wilkinson showed up in a speech given by Benjamin Gates. He surprised the
public and the media by showing that piec The treasure book is a book on club penguin which is found in the gift shop. It has special clothes and other things you may not be able to
buy in the normal catalogue. Unlock the treasure book by entering a toy code. How do you get the pajamas on club penguin? You get it in the treasure book. What is the code for the
treasure book in Club Penguin? You can unlock the treasure book by buying a Club Penguin toy. Each toy is about ten or eleven dollars. How do you open the secret book on Club
Penguin?Â Do that by going to the main place of club penguin where you press Start, and press your penguin. Don't log in. Press the "I've got a code!" button in the top right hand
corner. Note is a book in The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. This is a simple treasure note and it can be found close to the water where there is a small island with a large broken tree
stump. Two treasure hunters can be found nearby and if they see the Dragonborn they both will attack on sight. The treasure is in a chest near the tree stump. Found on a table at an
unmarked camp near the river east of Geirmund's Hall. Near the Rift Imperial Camp, a bit far from a bridge. Go to the island near the edge of the lake.

